Haptic sensing of objects acquires information about a number of properties. This review 18 summarizes current understanding about how these properties are processed in the cerebral 19 cortex of macaques and humans. Non-noxious somatosensory inputs, after initial processing in 20 primary somatosensory cortex, are partially segregated into different pathways. A ventrally 21 directed pathway carries information about surface texture into parietal opercular cortex and 22 thence to medial occipital cortex. A dorsally directed pathway transmits information regarding 23 the location of features on objects to the intraparietal sulcus and frontal eye fields. Shape 24 processing occurs mainly in the intraparietal sulcus and lateral occipital complex, while 25 orientation processing is distributed across primary somatosensory cortex, the parietal 26 operculum, anterior intraparietal sulcus and a parieto-occipital region. For each of these 27
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properties, the respective areas outside primary somatosensory cortex also process 28 corresponding visual information and are thus multisensory. Consistent with the distributed 29 neural processing of haptic object properties, tactile spatial acuity depends on interaction 30 between bottom-up tactile inputs and top-down attentional signals in a distributed neural 31 network. Future work should clarify the roles of the various brain regions and how they interact 32 at the network level. 33
Within macaque S1, receptive fields (RFs) tend to increase in size and complexity from anterior 85 to posterior, the direction of information flow, and some neurons in BA 2 have bilateral RFs 86 (Iwamura, 1998) . In BA 3b, inhibitory responses can be evoked from sites distant from the 87 excitatory RF (Qi et al., 2016) as well as the ipsilateral hand (Lipton et al., 2006). Non-linear 88 modeling indicates the existence of multiple processes in BA 3b neurons, including an inhibitory 89 RF overlapping with but larger than the excitatory RF on the dominant digit, a temporally 90 delayed inhibition, and both facilitatory and inhibitory modulations from adjacent digits (Thakur 91 111 S2 is generally regarded as a higher-order area than S1: this concept is part of Mishkin's (1979) 112
proposal of a somatosensory processing hierarchy and is supported by anatomical (Friedman et  113 al., 1986) and neurophysiological (Burton et al., 1990; Pons et al., 1987 Pons et al., , 1992 ) data in 114 macaques. However, neurophysiological studies in marmosets (Zhang et al., 2001 ) and owl 115 monkeys (Nicolelis et al., 1998) favor parallel processing in S1 and S2, rather than serial flow 116 from S1 to S2. In a recent report, analyses of median nerve stimulation-evoked high-frequency 117 gamma oscillations recorded from intracranial depth electrodes in humans undergoing mapping 118 for epilepsy surgery revealed phasic responsiveness in all four S1 sub-fields, phasic followed by 119 tonic responses in OP1, and tonic responses in OP2, OP3 and OP4 (Avanzini et al., 2016) . The 120 phasic responses in S1 and OP1 occurred at the same time (to an accuracy of 10 ms), tending 121 to favor parallel rather than serial processing, although the authors urged caution regarding this 122 conclusion because temporal resolution was no better than 10 ms. This study also suggested Lesions of BA 3b in macaques result in non-specific sensory loss, affecting perception of both 145 surface roughness and object form (Randolph and Semmes, 1974). Thus, Kaas (1983) has 146
argued that the term S1 should really have been restricted to BA 3b, although common usage 147 has not heeded this plea. In contrast to the non-selective effect of lesions of BA 3b, more 148 posterior lesions within S1 cause selective deficits: lesions of BA 1 impair perception of surface 149 roughness whereas lesions of BA 2 impair perception of object form (Randolph and Semmes, 150 1974). These early studies suggested that, as in the visual system, somatosensory information 151 is also parsed into its constituent functional components, these different components being 152 In humans, parietal opercular lesions were associated with impaired form but not roughness 307 discrimination (Roland, 1987) The basis for recruitment of the LOC during haptic shape perception has been explored in some 361
detail. An electroencephalographic (EEG) study in humans using scalp electrodes during tactile 362 discrimination of shape showed that activity propagates from S1 into LOC as early as 150 ms is more important for haptic shape perception of familiar objects and shares many paths with the 373 visual object imagery network, whereas the bottom-up pathway is relied on in the case of haptic 374 shape perception of unfamiliar objects -this circuit shares many paths with the spatial imagery 375 network. These studies fit with the concepts that visual object imagery aids haptic perception of 376 the shape of familiar objects, while spatial imagery processes in the IPS, as outlined above, 377 facilitate assembly of global shape representations of unfamiliar objects from their component 378 parts . Note that the paths in this model should not be construed as being monosynaptic; details 379 of the connections remain to be worked out. Clarifying the precise functions and interactions of 380 all these different brain regions in haptic shape perception is fertile ground for future work, but 381 for now it seems safe to state that LOC is probably involved both in multisensory representation 382 of objects and in visual imagery processes that may facilitate non-visual object recognition. 383 384 Cross-modal visuo-haptic recognition, while being somewhat less accurate than within-modal 385 recognition, is view-independent in contrast to the unisensory view-dependence for unfamiliar 386 The LOC, fusiform gyrus and anterior IPS were found to be active during crossmodal shape 392 matching when haptic targets followed visual samples, especially when the shapes were 393 congruent between modalities; such activity was less when visual targets followed haptic Human neuroimaging studies using this task, by contrasting the associated activity with that 493 associated with a control task, e.g. involving discriminating the spacing between grating ridges, 494 have been useful to study the neocortical processing of tactile stimulus orientation (see above). 495
The reverse contrast showed that spacing judgments activated the angular gyrus (Sathian et al. human EEG study using the 3-dot acuity task (Adhikari et al., 2014), again on the right index 512 finger, we found distinct oscillatory networks in the beta-and gamma-bands. The beta-band 513 oscillations (peaking around 15 Hz) involved a network comprising left S1, right pIPS, right LOC 514 and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), with predominantly feedforward flow from S1, 515 whereas the gamma-band network (peaking around 80 Hz) formed a recurrent loop from dlPFC 516 to pIPS to S1 and back to dlPFC. Beta-band drive from pIPS to dlPFC and gamma-band drive 517 from dlPFC to pIPS and S1 to dlPFC correlated with accuracy on the task. 
